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Lahmian Vampiress

5
9 1+

weapon actions Dice Range Hit Damage

Dark Bolt D3 Missile 4+ D3

Beguile * Area * 2 Stun

Ancient Blade 2 Combat 2+ 1

Vampires are incredibly powerful Undead creatures. Unlike most 
of the Undead, Vampires retain all of their intelligence and will, 
and hence all of their ambition and desire.

Mighty Adversary: This Mighty Adversary 
group consists of 1 Lahmian Vampiress and 
5 Grave Guard.

Unnatural Speed: Whenever a Hero hits 
the Lahmian Vampiress, roll a dice. On a 
5 or 6 the attack is ignored.Furthermore, 
the Lahmian Vampiress may pass through 
models from either side as she moves.

Nemesis: The Lahmian Vampiress can not 
be stunned. When she is slain, whichever 
Hero landed the killing blow gains 
D3 Renown, and each other Hero gains 1 
Renown.

Beguile (*): This attack targets the enemy’s 
willpower and resolve, rendering armour 
obsolete.
This attack hits automatically, causing 2 
Stun damage on it’s target, unless the target 
can roll equal to, or lower than its Move 
value. No saves are allowed against Beguile.

Lord of Undeath: Pick D3 other Undead 
adversaries that are within 3 squares of 
the Lahmian Vampiress at the start of the 
adversary phase. They each immediately 
regain D3 Vigour. (Roll separately for each 
adversary.)

behaviour table
D6 Action

1
Summon Minions: Set up either D6 Skeletons or D6+2 Zombies in the same manner as 
for an ambush, but do not roll to see if the Heroes are surprised. These adversaries can 
attack this phase, unless their adversary group has already acted.

2 Curse Artefact: The nearest Hero suffers 1 wound unless they immediately discard a 
Treasure card. The discarded card has no effect.

3 Wind of Death: The Vampiress moves as far from the heroes as possible, and then 
attacks the nearest Hero with a Dark Bolt.

4-5

Quicksilver Strike: The Vampiress makes a move action towards the nearest Hero, if 
this brings her adjacent to the Hero, she attacks it with her Ancient Blade attack. She may 
then immediately make an additional move to the next closest Hero, again attacking 
with Ancient Blade should she end up adjacent to the second Hero.

6
Soul Entrapment: The Vampiress moves as far from the heroes as possible, and then 
attacks with Beguile. She may then make a further Move action, if this brings her 
adjacent to a Hero she may attack with her Ancient Blade attack.
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Wight King

4
8 5+

weapon actions Dice Range Hit Damage

Baleful Tomb Blade D3 Combat 3+ 1

Beheading Strike 2 Combat 4+ 2

Shield Strike 1 Combat 3+ 1 Stun

Their eyes glowing with unnatural life. The merest touch of their 
blade can drain the life from their foes, or slice through flesh and 
bone with effortless ease.

Exotic Adversary: This Exotic Adversary 
group consists of 1 Wight King.

Undead Elite: During the adversary phase, 
should any Grave Guard on the same, or 
directly adjacent board section make a Raise 
Shields action, the Wight King also gains the 
benefit of the -1 to Hero attacks against him 
in the next Hero phase.

Decapitation: Should the ‘to hit’ roll for 
Beheading Strike be a ‘6’, the damage is 
doubled to 4.

Undead Automaton: Undead creatures 
serve at the pleasure of their Death Magic 
wielding masters, they have no drives, 
motives or reflexes.
As such, an Undead Automaton can not be 
Stunned.

Implacable Foe: Regain 1 Vigour for the 
Wight King in each End Phase, unless he 
has been reduced to 0 Vigour. In this case, 
roll a D6, on a 1-2 he is slain and removed 
as usual. On a 3-6, he regains 1 wound and 
fights on!
When the Wight King is slain, whichever 
Hero landed the killing blow gains D3 Renown, 
and each other Hero gains 1 Renown.

behaviour table
D6 Action

1-2
Slay the Weak: The Wight King moves towards the most wounded Hero he can reach, 
or towards the nearest Hero if he can not reach any. He then attacks the most wounded 
Hero in range with Baleful Tomb Blade.

3-4
Raise Shield: The Wight King makes a move action towards the nearest Hero, he may 
then make a Shield Strike attack. All attacks against the Wight King in the next Hero 
phase are at a -1 to hit modifier.

5-6
A Worthy Challenge: The Wight King moves towards the least wounded Hero he can 
reach, or towards the nearest Hero if he can not reach any. He then attacks the least 
wounded Hero in range with Beheading Strike.
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Cairn Wraith

5
7 6+

weapon actions Dice Range Hit Damage

Deaths Scythe 2 Combat 3+ 1

Filled with rage, these vengeful spirits fall upon their enemies, 
tearing them apart with great sweeps of their ancient, magical 
scythes.

Exotic Adversary: This Exotic Adversary 
group consists of 2 Cairn Wraiths.

Incorporeal: Heroes must subtract ‘1’ from 
their attack rolls when attacking a Spirit 
Host. 
Furthermore, the Cairn Wraith may pass 
through models from either side as it 
moves. It may also move through 
impassable terrain, so long as it does not 
end it’s movement there.

Frightful Touch: The attacks of a Cairn 
Wraith can still the beating heart of its 
victim. Each time a Cairn Wraith inflicts a 
wound on a Hero, roll a D6.
On the roll of a ‘1’ the Hero suffers another 
wound, with no saving throw allowed.

behaviour table
D6 Action

1
Creeping Death: Each Cairn Wraith moves its maximum movement value, one square 
at a time attempting to ‘pass through’ as many Heroes as possible. It must end in a vacant 
square. Each Hero a Cairn Wraith passes through suffers 1 Stun damage.

2-5 Spectral Charge: Each Cairn Wraith moves towards the nearest Hero its movement will 
allow. It then attacks an adjacent enemy with its Deaths Scythes attack.

6

They Came Through the Walls!: Each Cairn Wraith is removed from the board 
momentarily. In the next Adversary phase, place them next to the least wounded 
Hero, or adjacent to the next least wounded Hero should there be no room. Then, 
each Cairn Wraith attacks the least wounded Hero within range with its Deaths 
Scythes attack.
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 Tomb Banshee

5
5 6+

weapon actions Dice Range Hit Damage

Banshee Scream * Area * 1+1 Stun

Touch of Death 2 Combat 4+ 2

A single piercing scream from a Tomb Banshee is enough to 
freeze the life from even the bravest warrior.

Exotic Adversary: This Exotic Adversary 
group consists of 1 Tomb Banshee.

Incorporeal: Heroes must subtract ‘1’ from 
their attack rolls when attacking a Spirit 
Host. 
Furthermore, the Tomb Banshee may 
pass through models from either side as 
she moves. She may also move through 
impassable terrain, so long as she does not 
end her movement there.

Banshee Scream (*): The scream of the 
Banshee targets the enemy’s willpower and 
resolve, rendering armour obsolete.

This attack hits automatically, causing 1 
Wound and 1 Stun marker on it’s target, 
unless the target can roll equal to, or lower 
than its Move value. No saves are allowed 
against the Banshee Scream.

behaviour table
D6 Action

1-2 Death’s Embrace: The Tomb Banshee will move towards the nearest Hero, then attack an 
adjacent Hero with it’s Touch of Death.

3-5
Death Rattle: The Tomb Banshee disengages if currently in combat, then moves as 
far away from the Heroes as her movement will allow. She will then attack the 
Heroes with her Banshee Scream. 

6

Call of the Dead: The Tomb Banshee disengages if currently in combat, then moves 
as far away from the Heroes as her movement will allow, she then makes a special 
Scream attack, following the same rules as per her Banshee Scream attack, with the 
following exceptions. 
It is a ‘Ranged’ attack, against a randomly selected Hero, who suffers 1 Wound and 3 
Stun damage if it fails it’s save, as detailed above.
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Spirit Host

5
7 3+

weapon actions Dice Range Hit Damage

Spectral Daggers 6 Combat 5+ 1

Spirit Hosts are the souls of he damned. Stripped of body and 
identity, they scream endlessly for the life they have lost.

Exotic Adversary: This Exotic Adversary 
group consists of 3 Spirit Hosts.

Ethereal: Heroes must subtract ‘1’ from 
their attack rolls when attacking a Spirit 
Host.
Furthermore, Spirit Hosts may pass 
through models from either side as they 
move. It may also move through 
impassable terrain, so long as it does not 
end it’s movement there.

Frightful Touch: The ghostly daggers of a 
Spirit Host can still the beating heart of its 
victim. Each time a Spirit Host inflicts a 
wound on a Hero, roll a D6.
On the roll of a ‘1’ the Hero suffers another 
wound, with no saving throw allowed.

behaviour table
D6 Action

1-2 Ghostly Charge: Each Spirit Host moves towards the nearest Hero its movement will 
allow. It then attacks a enemy in range with its Spectral Daggers attack.

3-5
Prey on the Living: Each Spirit Host attacks a Hero in Combat range with Spectral 
Daggers, then, any Spirit Hosts which did not attack makes a move action towards the 
nearest Hero.

6

They Came Through the Walls!: Each Spirit Host is removed from the board 
momentarily. In the next Adversary phase, place them next to the least wounded 
Hero, or adjacent to the next least wounded Hero should there be no room. Then, 
each Spirit Host attacks the least wounded Hero within range.
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Grave Guard

3
4 5+

weapon actions Dice Range Hit Damage

Baleful Blade 2 Combat 4+ 2

Shield Strike 1 Combat 3+ 1 Stun

Armed and armoured with the kingdom’s finest equipment, the 
Grave Guard are the elite warriors of tomb and barrow. They carry 
cursed blades woven through with the magic of darkness and despair.

Exotic Adversary: This Exotic Adversary 
group consists of 2D6 Grave Guard, up to a 
maximum of ten.

Grave Guard Musician: If a musician is 
present during the adversary phase, the 
Gamesmaster may add +1 to the Grave 
Guard Behaviour table. 

Black Banner: So long as there is a model 
holding the Black Banner on the board, 
all Grave Guard have their movement 
increased to ‘4’.

Undead Automaton: Undead creatures 
serve at the pleasure of their Death Magic 
wielding masters, they have no drives, 
motives or reflexes.
As such, an Undead Automaton can not be 
Stunned.

Grave Guard Champion: The Baleful Blade 
attack of a Grave Guard Champion hits its 
target on a 3+.

behaviour table
D6 Action

1
Raise Shields: The Grave Guard makes a move action towards the nearest Hero, they 
may then make a Shield Strike attack. All attacks against the Grave Guard in the next 
Hero phase are at a -1 to hit modifier.

2-3 Join Us...: Each Grave Guard will attack an adjacent Hero with Baleful Blade. 
Any that did not make an attack, will then make a move action towards the nearest Hero.

4-5 Unfaltering Advance: Each Grave Guard warrior moves towards the nearest Hero, 
then, all Grave Guard will they attack an adjacent Hero with their Baleful Blade attack.

6

Danse Macabre: A swell of magic summons more Grave Guard into being, set up 
an additional D3 Grave Guard warriors, anywhere in the same board section 
(Not exceeding the maximum of ten on the board), then all Grave Guard act as if a 
‘Unfaltering Advance’ had been rolled.
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Skeleton Horde

3
2 5+

weapon actions Dice Range Hit Damage

Tattered Weapon 2 Combat 4+ 1

Clad in corroded armour, their lifeless hands gripping swords, 
spears and shields these undead warriors take up their blades when 
the clarion call of battle sounds, ready once more to fight.

Exotic Adversary: This Exotic Adversary 
group consists of 2D6 Skeletons, up to a 
maximum of ten.

Skeleton Musician: If a musician is present 
during the adversary phase, the Gamesmaster 
may add +1 to the Skeleton Behaviour table. 

Tattered War Banner: So long as there is 
a model holding the Tattered War Banner 
on the board, all Skeletons have their 
movement increased to ‘4’.

Undead Automaton: Undead creatures 
serve at the pleasure of their Death Magic 
wielding masters, they have no drives, 
motives or reflexes.
As such, an Undead Automaton can not be 
Stunned.

Skeleton  Champion: The Skeleton 
Champion has its Tattered Weapon attack 
Damage increased to ‘2’, and its Vigor 
increased to ‘3’.

behaviour table
D6 Action

1 Crumble: The Winds of Undeath falter, each Skeleton Warrior suffers 1 wound.

2-3 Join Us...: Each Skeleton will attack an adjacent Hero with its Tattered Blade. 
Any that did not make an attack, will then make a move action towards the nearest Hero.

4-5 Unfaltering Advance: Each Skeleton Warrior moves towards the nearest Hero, if this 
brings them adjacent to a Hero, they attack with their Tattered Weapon attack.

6

Danse Macabre: A swell of magic summons more Skeleton Warriors into being, 
set up an additional D3 Skeleton Warriors, anywhere in the same board section 
(not exceeding the total of ten on the board), then all Skeleton Warriors act as if a 
‘Unfaltering Advance’ had been rolled.
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Zombie Horde

2
1 6+

weapon actions Dice Range Hit Damage

Clawing Hands 1 Combat 6+ 1

Whilst slow and clumsy individualy, their necromantic overlords 
drive them into battle in their thousands, hoping to exaust the 
armies of the enemy.

Exotic Adversary: This Exotic Adversary 
group consists of 2D6+4 Zombies, up to a 
maximum of ten.

.

The Horde!: For each additional Zombie 
attacking the same Hero in an adversary 
phase, each Zombie may add +1 to the 
attack roll of Clawing Hands.

This +1 stacks with each additional Zombie 
attacking the same Hero in an Adversary 
phase. A natural roll of ‘1’ to hit is always a 
miss, regardless of modifiers.

behaviour table
D6 Action

1 Shamble: Each Zombie in the horde will attack an adjacent Hero with Clawing Hands. 
Any that did not make an attack will then make a move action towards the nearest Hero.

2-3 Walking Dead: Each Zombie in the horde moves towards the closest Hero in range, if 
this brings them adjacent with a Hero, they attack with Clawing Hands.

4-5 Swarm!: All Zombies will attempt to surround the Heroes, they gain +1 to their 
movement for this phase. Then, all Zombies in combat range will attack with Clawing Hands.

6
Danse Macabre: A swell of magic summons more Zombies into being, set up an 
additional D3 Zombies on the same board section. (not exceeding the total of ten), 
then all Zombies act as if a ‘Walking Dead’ has been rolled.


